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Ajan eri määritelmiä   Time definitions

 Maan pyörimisliike Earth rotation
Yleisaika (UT) Universal time

Tähtiaika (Q) Sidereal time

 Kierto Auringon ympäri Orbiting around the Sun

(inertiaalikoordinaatistossa käytettävä aika) inertial frame

Efemeridiaika (ET) ephemeris time

Terrestrinen dynaaminen aika (TDT) Terrestrial dynamic time

Terrestrinen koordinaattiaika (TCT) Terrestrial coordinate time

Terrestrinen aika (TT) terrestrial time

Barysentrinen dynaaminen aika (TDB) barycentric dynamic time

Barysentrinen koordinaattiaika (TCB) barycentric coordinate time

 Atomikellot Atomic clocks
Kansainvälinen atomiaika (TAI) International Atomic time

Koordinoitu yleisaika (UTC) Coordinated Universal time

GPS-aika (GPST) GPS time

muut paikannussatelliittien ajat other navigation satellites

1 cm movement at the equator
corresponds 10-5 s in local
sidereal time

1 cm movement in a satellite
orbit corresponds 10-6 s

1 cm accuracy in range to the 
satellite corresponds 10-10 s in 
time

Best atomic clocks: 10-15 s
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Kansainvälinen atomiaika TAI

TAI is an international time standard. It is calculated by the 

BIPM from the readings of more than 200 atomic clocks 

located in metrology institutes and observatories in more than 

30 countries around the world.

TAI's unit interval is exactly one SI second at mean sea level. The 

origin of TAI is such that UT1-TAI was approximately 0 on 1 

January 1958. BIPM estimates that TAI does not lose or gain with 

respect to an imaginary perfect clock by more than about one 

tenth of a microsecond (0.0000001 second) per year. TAI is a 

continuos time scale which is not connected to Earth rotation. 

UTC is derived from TAI by introducing leap seconds. 

UT1

• UT1 is the rotation angle about the Earth pole.

• UT1 can be regarded as a time determined by the rotation of the 

Earth.

• UT1 is distributed by the IERS as the difference UT1-UTC in 

IERS Bulletins A and B and in other data files.

• Universal Time (UT) is counted from 0 hours at midnight. The 

unit of duration is the mean solar day.

• UT0 is the rotational time of a particular place of observation.

• UT1 is computed by correcting UT0 for the effect of polar 

motion on the longitude of the observing site.
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Rotation speed of the Earth is decreasing. Therefore difference between
UT1 and TAI is increasing. Clock are synchronised to TAI but following
changes in UT1. Time used in civil life is called UTC; leap seconds are
applied to keep UTC synchronised with UT1.  

Karkaussekunnin lisääminen
Leap seconds
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Difference of GPS and Galileo time

User time
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Aikayksiköitä time units
Date 20.04.2004 at 
20:04 UT is:

Julian date

Modified Julian date

GPS week

Seconds of the week

Day of Year

Weekday tuesday


